Protective DNA vaccination against myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein is overcome by C3d in experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis.
Complement receptor 2 (CR2) and its physiological ligand, C3d, known for its molecular adjuvant property on the immune response, exhibit opposite effects with regard to autoimmunity. Although CR2 has been implicated in maintaining self-tolerance, recent studies reported a role for C3d signaling to CR2 in tolerance breakdown to self-antigens and the initiation of inflammatory autoimmune pathologies. In the present study, we have investigated the effect of C3d in a model of tolerogenic DNA vaccination encoding the myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG-DNA) which protected mice from the induction of an experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE). We show that fusing two or three copies of C3d to MOG overcomes the protective effect of DNA vaccination. Multimeric C3d was able to revert the unresponsiveness state of specific T cells induced by MOG-DNA, independently of a modification in the Th1/Th2 cytokine pattern. Interestingly, the adjuvant effect of C3d was not sufficient to boost the anti-MOG antibody response after DNA vaccination. These findings suggest that C3d might be involved in self-tolerance breakdown and could contribute to the pathogenesis of central nervous system autoimmune disorders.